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Aspro reliable solutions
for NGV refueling stations
With over 4,000 stations powered by Aspro,
we continue promoting the use of an
eco-friendly, economical and secure fuel

Aspro provides commercial advice and After-sales assistance to
guarantee
guara
antee the right operation of
o CNG stations all over the
e world.
Over 4,000 CNG compressors sold strength our leadership and
experience that allows us to develop the CNG un new markets.

Aspro, the future of CNG, today
today.
Síganos
os en

facebook.com/aspro

youtube.com/user/AsproGNC
youtube.com/user/Asp

www
www.aspro.com

The new home of Greenﬁeld Compression

Greenﬁeld Compression is expanding operations with the opening of a
new custom built facility in Houston.
This 96,000 square-foot facility opened in January 2012 and is staffed with
skilled specialists experienced in fabrication, assembly of mechanical
equipment, design and programming of dispensing and control systems,
installation, maintenance and operation. Greenﬁeld Compression boasts
nearly 100 years of time-tested NGV development experience, providing
customers with access to the most reliable, cost effective, technologically
advanced equipment available for NGV fueling applications.

Contact us today at 1-866-370-4322 or click on www.gfcomp.com
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This magazine is a product of the
website NGVJournal.US, an online
newspaper which exclusively
covers the NGV market in the
United States and Canada.
NGV Communications Group has
seven magazines that reach the
whole world (with their respective
online versions): GNV
Latinoamérica, Prensa Vehicular
Perú, Asian NGV Communications
(Asia-Pacific Region), The Gas
Vehicles Report (Europe), Prensa
Vehicular (Argentina), NGV Africa
(Africa) and NGV Journal.us (USA
and Canada) an is also an events
organizer which, since October
1988, has been exclusively
promoting the NGV industry.
The group as a whole has the
website www.ngvjournal.com as
its main channel. From there, the
company creates its current
products and outlines the future.
Contact us:
sales@ngvjournal.us
Tel: +39-335-189-3249
We speak about NGV in 16
languages and to over 100 countries.
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Terzo evento internazionale di NGVA Europe,
con esposizione prodotti e workshops.
Veicoli a gas naturale, biometano, metano liquido
e miscele metano/idrogeno

3rd NGVA Europe International Show & Workshops
Natural Gas Vehicles - Biomethane - CNG - LNG - Hydrogen Blends

Fiera di Bologna, Italia Bologna Fair, Italy
www.ngv2012bologna.com ·
info@ngv2012bologna.com
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For the leasing and rental industry

Obama launches $1 billion
fund to spur deployment
of clean-fuel vehicles
he new $1 billion National
Community Deployment
Challenge will catalyze up to
10 to 15 model communities
to invest in the necessary infrastructure
and generate the local incentives to
promote the use of advanced vehicles at
critical mass. It will allow communities
to determine if natural gas, or other
alternative fuels would be the best fit.
Moreover, the program will support the
development of up to 5 regional LNG
corridors where alternative fuel trucks
can transport goods without using a
drop of oil.
President Obama toured Daimler Trucks
North America manufacturing plant in
Mt. Holly (North Carolina), and
highlighted the automaker’s commitment

T
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to increasing fuel economy standards
and building vehicles that will reduce oil
consumption. “The Freightliner trucks
that you’re making here run on natural
gas, and that makes them quieter, it
makes them better for the environment,
it makes them cheaper to fill up than
they would be with diesel. I hear you
sold your 1,000th natural gas truck last
November, the first company to reach
that milestone. That is something to be
proud of,” he said.
Regarding the $1 billion program Obama
added: “To cities and towns all across
the country, what we’re going to say is, if
you make a commitment to buy more
advanced vehicles for your community,
whether they run on electricity or

biofuels or natural gas, we’ll help you
build fueling stations nearby. And we’ll
offer tax breaks to families that buy
these cars, companies that buy
alternative fuel trucks like the ones that
are made right here.”
In addition, the president proposed a
new tax incentive for commercial trucks
that provides a credit for 50% of the
incremental cost of a dedicated
alternative-fuel truck, including vehicles
powered by natural gas or electricity, for
a five-year period. This incentive will not
only drive down domestic demand for oil,
but also drive up demand for the sorts of
vehicles built at Freightliner’s Mt. Holly
Plant and, in turn, spur job creation in
the American manufacturing sector.

SPECIAL REPORT

A bridge to a sustainable and more efficient mobility

OEM-made natural gas
vehicles hit the U.S. market
The country’s fleet owners and retail consumers are eagerly seeking for an alternative to
gasoline in order to cut down costs while protecting the environment. Taking into account
that CNG is a well-developed technology supported by millions of drivers all over the world,
major manufacturers have decided to opt for natural gas, since it is an abundant, domestically
sourced fuel with many benefits. The following overview features the most significant
methane-powered models available now or in the short term, which will pave the way for a
wider adoption of CNG as a primary fuel.
Chrysler is committed to NGVs
On March 6, Ram Truck announced it
would become the only manufacturer in
North America to offer a factory-built
compressed natural gas-powered pickup
truck. The Ram 2500 Heavy Duty CNG
vehicle is designed for fleet and
commercial customers and offers cost
and emissions benefits, using an
abundant, domestically sourced fuel
while reducing America's dependence
on foreign oil.
"Commercial customers are extremely
important to Ram Truck," said Fred Diaz,
Ram Truck President and CEO Ram Truck
Brand and Chrysler de Mexico – Chrysler
Group LLC. "Adding a hard-working, fully
capable CNG-fueled truck to the Ram
lineup makes a lot of sense – both
economically and environmentally."
"Our commercial fleet customers have
been asking us to build a CNG powered
Ram," said Peter Grady, Vice President,
Network Development and Fleet –
Chrysler Group LLC. "These fleets have
already developed their own fleet fueling
infrastructure for CNG, and are strong
proponents of the technology."
The Ram HD CNG is powered by the
5.7-liter HEMI® V-8 and features both
compressed gas storage tanks and an
8-gallon gasoline fuel tank. Canadian
customers can opt for a 35-gallon
gasoline tank. "Compressed natural gas
is a widely accepted fuel in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia," said Robert E. (Bob)
Lee, Vice President and Head of Engine
and Electrified Propulsion Engineering -Chrysler Group LLC. "As a fuel, CNG is
readily available, well-suited to run in
our 5.7-liter HEMI engine and is
clean-burning with a low environmental
6 • May 2012

Ram 2500 Heavy Duty CNG
impact. In fact, CNG demonstrates a
reduction of 70 to 90 percent of
smog-producing pollutants and
significantly reduces greenhouse gas
emissions."
The Ram's 5.7-liter HEMI bi-fuel engine
has been modified to run on compressed
natural gas as well as gasoline.
Redesigned cylinder heads with
specifically designed CNG compatible
valves and valve-seat materials allow the
engine to burn both fuels. It also gets a
second, CNG-specific fuel rail and set of
injectors. New spark plugs improve
combustion and durability, and a new
powertrain control module allows the
HEMI to seamlessly operate on either
of the two fuel sources.
The vehicle’s system was fully
engineered and tested by Chrysler Group
and assembled at the company's Heavy

Duty truck plant in Saltillo, Mexico.
In use, the system is automatic;
eliminating operator switches altogether
and utilizes either CNG or gasoline,
transitioning from one to the other with
little discernible difference in operation
or capability. Although a small amount of
gasoline is used during engine startup,
the Ram CNG runs exclusively on
compressed natural gas. If the CNG tanks
are emptied, the vehicle will
automatically switch to gasoline.
In addition to a conventional gasoline
fuel gauge, a second CNG-specific gauge
sits adjacent to it in the instrument cluster.
CNG-only range is estimated to be 255
miles, while the backup supply of gasoline
extends the range to 367 total miles.
The Ram 2500 Heavy Duty CNG's two
ultra-strong 4.6 cu.-ft. (130-liter) CNG
tanks are located in the forward portion

of the Ram's 8-foot
pickup bed. Both tanks are
mounted to the frame and
covered by a painted 50 ksi
high-strength steel cover. The CNG filler
connection is located next to the
gasoline fuel neck, accessed through the
Ram's fuel filler door.
The CNG tanks provide a gasoline gallon
equivalent (GGE) of 18.2 gallons. GGEs
are calculated as having the same energy
equivalent as one gallon of gasoline.
CNG sold at filling stations in the U.S. is
priced in dollars per GGE. A gasoline
gallon equivalent of CNG is approximately
14.5 liters at 3600 psi. At current prices,
which are generally $1.25 less than the
gallon equivalent of gasoline, CNG
promises significant cost savings over
the life of the truck.
In terms of capability, the vehicle retains
its heavy-duty essence: competent
towing, payload hauling and outstanding
acceleration for highway merging and
passing. It is delivered ready-to-tow and
standard equipment includes the
integrated 4- and 7-pin connectors along
with a Class IV hitch receiver. Like every
Ram 2500 Heavy Duty model, the 2012
Ram CNG's brake system reflects
distinctive advantages, with huge,
oversize 14-inch rotors and calipers to
match. Front GAWR is rated up to 5,200
lbs. — ideal for northern climates
requiring snow plow attachments.
A 5-year/100,000-mile powertrain limited
warranty covers the HEMI V-8 and
transmission, and adds internal engine
components specific to CNG: the
upgraded valves, the valve seats, fuel
injectors and rail and the specially
designed spark plugs — all part of the
factory installed manufacturing and
production processes. Covering virtually
every other aspect of the Ram 2500
CNG is a 3-year/36,000-mile bumper-tobumper limited warranty. Specific to the
CNG engineering, this covers all

non-engine
components, including the
tanks, storage compartment
and fuel filler equipment.

GM’s brand new CNG fleet
One day before Ram Truck’s announcement,
Chevrolet and GMC revealed details of
General Motors’ bi-fuel 2013 Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC Sierra 2500 HD
extended cab pickup trucks. Fleet and
retail consumers could place orders
beginning last April.
The vehicles include a compressed
natural gas capable Vortec 6.0L V8
engine that seamlessly transitions
between CNG and gasoline fuel systems.
Combined, the trucks offer a range of
more than 650 miles.
The Silverado and Sierra will be available
in standard and long box, with either
two- or four-wheel drive.

“The bi-fuel Chevy Silverado and GMC
Sierra provide customers with choices in
advanced propulsion technology, and
because CNG is a clean-burning,
domestically produced fuel, it has wide
appeal,” said Ed Peper, general manager,
GM Fleet and Commercial Operations.
“The addition of a full-size bi-fuel pickup
truck to GM’s fleet portfolio is another
milestone in putting the customer first in
everything we do – by offering great
products, innovative solutions and a
great customer experience.”
GM is the only manufacturer to offer a
single-source option for its gaseous fuel
vehicles. The bi-fuel trucks are built with
a specially designed engine, the fuel k

General Motors’ bi-fuel 2013 Chevrolet Silverado HD
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system is installed by GM’s Tier One
supplier and the completed vehicle is
delivered directly to the customer. This
process makes ordering the bi-fuel
option as seamless and efficient as a
standard vehicle.
“The bi-fuel truck provides businesses
with added re-fueling flexibility and
eases consumer range concerns that
typically come with CNG, all while
reducing emissions and controlling
costs,” said Joyce Mattman, director,
GM Commercial Product and Specialty
Vehicles. “This turnkey ordering process,
combined with the best warranty in the
industry for a commercial product, makes
our bi-fuel truck an attractive option,
especially for commercial customers.”
The commercial trucks will be covered
by GM’s three-year, 36,000-mile new
vehicle limited warranty and five-year,
100,000-mile limited powertrain
warranty and vehicle emissions warranty,
meeting all Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and California Air
Resources Board (CARB) emission
certification requirements.
It is the most extensive warranty
offered by any manufacturer on
commercial products.
The trucks are built in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and then sent to the Tier One supplier for
installation of the CNG bi-fuel delivery
and storage system. The entire gaseous
fuel system meets GM’s strict quality,
durability, safety testing and is covered
under the extensive warranty.

Honda Civic: a nation-wide offering
Later last year, Honda Manufacturing of
Indiana, LLC (HMIN) marked the start of
mass production of the 2012 Civic
Natural Gas as it moves to increase
production of the alternative-fuel Civic to
support an expanding network of
certified Civic Natural Gas dealers across
the U.S. Engines for the Civic Natural Gas
continues to be supplied by Honda's
engine plant in Anna, Ohio.
HMIN ramped-up production of the Civic
Natural Gas (formerly the Civic GX)
during the 2012 model year to meet
anticipated increasing demand for
alternative-fuel vehicles. The added
production supports Honda's growing
network of U.S. Honda dealers qualified
to provide retail sales and service
support for the Civic Natural Gas,
expanding from 72 Honda dealers in four
states to nearly 200 dealers in 36
states, including one new Honda
dealer in Indiana.
8 • May 2012

The 2012 Civic Natural Gas (formerly the Civic GX)
The 2012 Civic Natural Gas is powered by
the cleanest internal combustion engine
ever certified by the U.S. EPA and is the
only OEM-made natural gas vehicle
available for retail purchase in America.
It is part of Honda's growing portfolio of
advanced environmental technology
vehicles which include three hybrid
models, the world's most advanced fuel
cell electric vehicle, the FCX Clarity, the
Fit EV electric vehicle and a Honda
plug-in hybrid car, both launching in
2012. The fully redesigned 2012 Civic
Natural Gas model went on-sale October
18, 2011, with a Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) starting
at $26,155.
"We're extremely proud Indiana is the
home for this all-new Civic Natural Gas,"
said Jun Nishimoto, HMIN President. "As
the sole producers of the Civic Natural
Gas, our associates in Greensburg are
making an important contribution to
Honda's global effort to reduce CO2
emissions and advance the deployment
of vehicles that can help the transition
away from gasoline to cleaner and more
sustainable alternative fuels."
Honda's Greensburg, Indiana, plant is
one of only three auto plants globally to
earn a Platinum Award for quality from
J.D. Power and Associates in 2011. The
plant began production of the all-new
2012 Civic Sedan in April of last year and
reached full, one-shift production of new
Civic Sedans in early September, following
the parts supply disruption caused by
the earthquake in Japan in March.
The Indiana-made Civic Natural Gas
offers multiple user benefits, including

significantly reduced operating costs
compared to gasoline. Also, public
entities in Indiana--such as school
corporations, municipalities, cities and
townships--are eligible for $2,000
state-issued grant for each new
alternative-fuel vehicle purchase.
As an alternative-fuel vehicle with
extremely low smog-forming emissions,
the Civic Natural Gas also qualifies for
single-occupant access to High-Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) "carpool" lanes in
California and several other states. And
natural gas, as a low-carbon fuel, emits
25 percent less CO2 emissions than
gasoline when used to power an internal
combustion engine.
Featuring new styling, enhanced
performance and increased fuel economy,
the redesigned 2012 Civic Natural Gas
can now also be equipped with the
Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation
System featuring an exclusive database
of publicly-accessible Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) refueling stations
across the United States.
The 2012 Civic Natural Gas is powered by
a specially designed version of the same
1.8-liter, 4-cylinder engine found in the
2012 Civic Sedan and Civic Coupe models
and has an EPA-rated city/highway/
combined fuel economy (1) of 27/38/31
miles per gallon (gasoline-gallon
equivalent), up 12.5 percent in city
driving and 5.5 percent on the highway
compared to its predecessor.
The 2012 Civic Natural Gas also
incorporates the Honda ECO Assist(TM)
system, an innovative technology that

can enhance efficient vehicle operation
at the touch of a button, while also
providing visual feedback to the driver
to promote and confirm a more
fuel-efficient driving style.
Standard equipment on the 2012 Civic
Natural Gas includes the new
"intelligent" Multi-Information Display
(i-MID) that provides a convenient
platform for integration of vehicle
information and compatible personal
electronics with a driver-oriented,
5-inch color LCD display and intuitive
steering wheel controls.
All models also come equipped with
Bluetooth(R) HandsFreeLink(R) for
wirelessly connecting compatible mobile
phones, and a USB audio interface for
compatible music players.
It is worth mentioning that the Honda
Civic Natural Gas was named 2012
Green Car of the Year® at the Los
Angeles Auto Show last November.
The award was presented to Honda
by the editors of Green Car Journal
representing a diverse panel of
environmental experts and automotive
enthusiasts who annually select a
single vehicle for its outstanding
environmental performance.
"The Civic Natural Gas is not only a
great vehicle, it also demonstrates
Honda's commitment to provide a
variety of alternatives to gasoline,"
said Michael Accavitti, vice president
of marketing at American Honda Motor
Co., Inc.
"The Civic Natural Gas and the all-new
Fit EV that we introduced yesterday at
the Los Angeles Auto Show are the latest
additions to a rapidly expanding family
of alternative energy Honda vehicles
aimed at cutting petroleum use
and reducing our carbon
footprint."

Dodge Caravan, first EPA-certified
minivan available in both
dedicated and bi-fuel models
On March 27, 2012, World CNG, a
company specializing in alternative
fuel packaging and applications,
announced a partnership with
NatGasCar, the Cleveland-based
natural gas vehicle conversion
systems developer, to immediately
begin production on the 2011-2012
Dodge Caravan CNG. Available in both
dedicated and bi-fuel models, the
Dodge Caravan CNG offers fifth
passenger capability and generous
cargo space. The base tank package
includes a single rear-mounted 11.4
GGE composite cylinder capable of
providing an estimated range of over
250 miles.
“The addition of the Dodge Caravan to

our suite of EPA-certified CNG
conversion systems is one of our most
exciting developments this year.
The exceptional conversion system
developed by NatGasCar allows us to
provide our current and future
customers with the unique versatility
offered by a minivan,” said Garret
Alpers, President of World CNG.
With its impressive fuel savings of
over 50%, the Dodge Caravan CNG is a
particularly good fit for transportation
sector businesses such as taxi
companies, delivery services, and
ADA, wheelchair, and medical
transport services. To meet the rapidly
growing demand for this first-ever
EPA-certified compressed natural gas
minivan, World CNG will utilize
its vast network of
installation facilities in
Seattle, Chicago, and Las
Vegas, as well as its
partner facilities in
Dallas, Oklahoma City,
and Houston. The
2011-2012 Dodge
Caravan CNG is
available for order
effective immediately.
Every conversion
system meets all
standards and
compliances including
NFPA-52, NGI2, and
FMVSS-304. Additional tank
packages are available to meet
individual customer’s needs.
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NYC & Lower Hudson Valley Clean Communities, Inc (NYCLHVCC)

Compressed Natural Gas
Workshop: a huge success

n Tuesday, March 13th, 2012
New York City and Lower
Hudson Valley Clean
Communities, Inc.
(NYCLHVCC) organized a Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) Workshop at the
Wildlife Conservation Society’s Bronx
Zoo. The standing room only workshop
had over 95 individuals and companies
attend to learn how CNG, a domestic
resource, can benefit their operations
and improve air quality in our region.
The Workshop focused on upcoming
funding opportunities at the Federal,
New York State and New York City levels,
it reviewed the policy behind CNG usage
and highlighted public safety codes in
the development of maintenance
facilities and infrastructure development.

O

“As a participant in NYCLHVCC’s CNG
Workshop,” says Mr. Barry Carr,
Coordinator, Clean Communities of
Central New York “I want to thank the
team at NYCLHVCC for bringing together
so many interested parties. Clean Cities,
representing the US DOE, did a
wonderful job facilitating discussions
between likeminded groups that will
result in increased use of CNG vehicles
and natural gas as a transportation fuel!”
The Workshop concluded with success
stories from Metro Taxi and Phoenix
Beverage who have both successfully
implemented CNG vehicles into their
fleets. Both companies reported that the
new vehicles made less noise than a
traditional diesel engines, were preferred
by their maintenance staff and local
communities and most importantly
resulted in a significant savings in fuel!
“The CNG Workshop succeeded in
educating NYCLHVCC’s stakeholders on
10 • May 2012

Attendees Arrive at the CNG Workshop
the benefits of this domestic fuel,” says
Christina Ficicchia, Executive Director of
NYCLHVCC. “Attendees are now
empowered with the tools to green their
fleets while helping their bottom line!”
The CNG Workshop was sponsored by
Clean Energy, Clean Vehicle Solutions,
Innovative Energy Solutions, Trillium, Air
& Gas Technologies, Cummins Westport,

Engineered Energy Solutions, Hunts
Point Clean Trucks Program, Landirenzo
and National Grid.
If you would like to know more of
this topic and would like to schedule
an interview, please contact
Christina Ficicchia at (212)839-7728 or
email at www.nyclhvcc.org,
director@nyclhvcc.org

Ms. Christina Ficicchia, Executive Director, NYCLHVCCC Welcoming Attendees
to the CNG Workshop
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To speed use of clean-fuel vehicles

Four companies join National
Clean Fleets Partnership
nergy Secretary Steven Chu
announced that Best Buy,
Johnson Controls, Pacific Gas
and Electric, and Veolia will
be part of the Department of Energy’s
broad public-private partnership that
assists the country's largest fleet
operators in reducing the amount of
gasoline and diesel they use nationwide.
Now, there are 18 corporate partners
committed to integrate alternative
technology vehicles like natural gas
trucks and electric vehicles into their
fleets. AT&T, FedEx, PepsiCo, UPS and
Verizon have also been part of the
initiative since it was introduced.
"As part of the President's all-of-theabove approach to reducing fuel costs
for American consumers and businesses,
the National Clean Fleets Partnership
helps leading U.S. companies reduce
their fuel use, save money, and become

E
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models for fleets across the nation to
improve their efficiency," said Chu at the
Green Truck Summit in Indianapolis.
Under the National Clean Fleets
Partnership, first announced by
President Obama on April 2011, DoE
experts provide each company with
specialized resources, technical
expertise, and support in developing a
comprehensive strategy to reduce fuel
use and achieve greater efficiency and
cost-savings. The Department also helps
connect partners with clean fuel
providers and equipment manufacturers
where their fleets operate.
Among the new partners announced

today, the Solid Waste division of Veolia
Environmental Services is dedicated to
reducing petroleum use and emissions
through route optimization, alternative
fuels, and hybridization. As of 2012, it
operates four CNG fueling stations and
more than 100 CNG refuse-collection and
support vehicles.
Furthermore, Johnson Controls’
strategies include the use of compressed
natural gas vans. The company aims to
deliver increasingly sustainable products,
services and solutions that will help its
customers improve their energy efficiency,
reduce their carbon footprint, and
achieve their environmental goals.

Energy Secretary Steven Chu
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Versus Gas

ECU and sequel injection
system for vehicles
HT, also well known as
Versus Gas, is a producer of
Electronic Control Unit (ECU),
reducers and injectors, said
Wojciech Korczynski, the foreign trade
manager of the company.
Our firm has two different divisions:

F

a) The plant that deals with R&D and
production of Electronic Control Unit. In
this plant, we produce Electronic Control
Unit that is the most strategic part of our
KIT. There are several types of ECU VERSUS
Kits already present in the market;
b) The plant that deals with the
production of mechanical components
like “VR” line of the reducers as well as
FH02 NGV/LPG Injectors with its core
products:
VR-L, VR-L SUPER, VR-C reducers and
FH02 injectors.

VERSUS M210 ECU technology
Wojciech Korczynski, Foreign Trade Manager of FHT - Versus Gas.
The most basic advantage of Versus
M210 ECU is that all the latest
development and options for EUR4
and EUR5 engines have been applied
to this ECU type. Moreover, in spite of
still developing SMD technology, we
managed to put this technology into
smaller ECU box, which is much more
suitable to be installed into the car.
Even due to this resizing, the
functionality of the ECU M210 type is
still identical to our core product –
ECU v. 2,10 with two 24 PINS plugs.
Finally, the market’s response after an
introduction of this type of the ECU
has surpassed our expectations.
This only shows that downsizing in
the area of micro-controller applications
is just the right strategy for the future.
During a few last months we have
already seen our big opportunities
in the sector of small size ECU.
As a result we have already introduced
even smaller size of the controller to
the market: “MINI” version.
Initial feedback from the installers
allows us to look into the future of
such equipment in really bright
colors.
16 • May 2012

Product availability

The next technology development

There are many markets around
the world that we are already
present in with our products, when
main markets are: European and Asian
countries. Apart from these countries,
we are present with our products in
Australia and North America as well,
where we are starting with some pilot
CNG programs.
Our target for two incoming years
is to open successfully markets of
South and North American countries.
Several steps to reach this target
have already been taken and some
initial results have already been
obtained. The most important part of this
task is to clearly recognize the
requirements of our potential business
partners to meet all of their expectations
both from trade/commercial as well as
technical levels.

Korczynski believes that FHT Epxort-Import
is moving toward the right direction in
adopting the latest technology in
automotive business. Digital applications
with Electronic Control Units are still one
of the fastest developing markets that
require day by day investigation to be
ready with still improving technology.
“As far as our best knowledge is
concerned, this is going to be a bright
future for our company, which intends
to pay special attention to R&D job in
the area of Electronic Control Unit
development. Taking into consideration
NGV/LPG market’s forecast, we are
definitely approaching the right direction.
All of those steps shall place our
company among the biggest players of
NGV sector, especially in South American
countries that are our core target in the
near future,” said Korczynski.

Contact: FHT VERSUSGAS, 05-300 Minsk Mazowiecki
Szczecinska 16G Street, PL – POLAND,
www.versusgas.com, info@versusgas.com

LIGHTWEIGHT FOR
MOBILITY ECONOMY
AND STABILITY

AUTOMOTIVE
FLEXIBLE SIZES FOR FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION ON VEHICLES

CHANGEOVER SOLUTION
IN THE TRUNK

CHANGEOVER SOLUTION IN
THE SPARE TIRE CAVITY AREA

OEM SERIES-APPLICATION
IN THE REAR AXLE AREA

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT:

SEAN ELLEN

International Sales Manager
Phone: +1 519 578 1777
Email: xperion@sentex.net
www.xperion-energy.com

Introducing Encana Natural Gas Inc.’s ﬁrst Liqueﬁed Natural Gas (LNG) Fueling Station open in DeSoto Parish at The
Relay Station, 6797 Louisiana Hwy 175, Frierson, LA 71027. This station, open to the public, will service hundreds of
heavy-duty LNG fueled trucks. As we strive to expand the use of natural gas by providing complete fueling solutions,
Encana supports the local economies, communities and environment where we operate. Please note you must complete
safety training and get a customer number before fueling.
For more information on fueling with natural gas at our DeSoto Station or Red River Station in Coushatta,
email ngv.info@encana.com or call 866.251.0032.

Follow us on twitter.com/encanacorp
Like us on facebook.com/encana
Watch us on youtube.com/encana

www.encana.com
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Allowing HDV operators to meet environmental standards more easily

Truck manufacturers turn
greener with NGV portfolio
The leading companies dedicated to heavy-duty vehicle production unveiled a wide array of
natural gas technology solutions at the Mid-America Trucking Show held in March in
Louisville, Kentucky. Definitely, the Cummins Westport ISX12 G engine is playing a key role
inside this industry. The next report on the current CNG line-up for regional hauling,
vocational applications and refuse markets shows how the over-the-road services are
increasingly adopting this clean-fuel option.
Daimler’s “Shaping Future
Transportation” plan
In mid-March, Freightliner Trucks, a
division of Daimler Trucks North America
LLC, headquartered in Portland, Oregon,
announced that its model Cascadia®
113-inch BBC day cab would be available
with natural gas technology. Freightliner
Trucks has partnered with Cummins
Westport to provide the new ISX12 G
heavy-duty natural gas engine as a
factory-installed option.
The availability of the Cascadia day cab
with natural gas technology adds to
Freightliner Trucks’ portfolio of natural
gas offerings, which also includes the
Freightliner Business Class® M2 112 and
the 114SD.
Parent company Daimler Trucks North
America (DTNA) leads the medium and
heavy commercial vehicle market in the
production of natural gas powered
conventional vehicles with a combined
sales figure of more than 3,800 natural
gas vehicles across its brands. Of those,
Freightliner Trucks has sold more than
1,300 trucks and tractors since 2008.
“We’re continuing to provide our
customers with environmentally friendly
solutions that also
benefit profitability,”
said Robert
Carrick, vocational
sales manager
– natural
gas, for
Freightliner
Trucks.
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Freightliner Cascadia with 11.9-liter methane engine by Cummins Westport
“Pairing the already-efficient Cascadia
day cab with the ISX12 G engine will
result in one of the
most productive
trucks on the road
today.”
Ideal for regional
haul, vocational and
refuse applications,
the 12-liter ISX12 G
natural gas engine
is based on the
Cummins
ISX12 diesel

heavy-duty engine platform. The ISX12 G
will operate exclusively on either CNG or
LNG and features ratings of 400 hp and
1,450 lb-ft torque, optional
engine brake, and
manual and
automatic
transmission
capability.

In addition, a wider range of optional
CNG fuel tank offerings will be available
to address the desire for increased range
with these vehicles.
Added Carrick: “While the M2 112 chassis
with ISL-G power has driven the natural
gas vehicle industry to this point, this
exciting new product will be the answer
for customers who want to go further,
faster, and conquer more mountainous
terrain.”
Production will begin on the Cascadia
CNG ISX12 G beginning in Q1 2013.
In February 2012, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) certified DTNA’s
complete portfolio of model year 2013
on-highway, vocational, and medium
duty vehicles as fully compliant with the
new GHG14 regulations. DTNA is the first
and only commercial vehicle manufacturer
to be certified as GHG14 compliant.
DTNA’s commitment to green technologies
is part of parent company Daimler AG’s
global “Shaping Future Transportation”
initiative. The scheme is focused on
reducing criteria pollutants, carbon
dioxide and fuel consumption through
the utilization of clean, efficient drive
systems and alternative fuels.

Kenworth adds natural
gas engines
Kenworth Truck Company is expanding
its extensive line of industry-leading
green products by offering, as well as
Freightliner, the Cummins Westport ISX12
G heavy duty natural gas engine for use
in regional haul, vocational and refuse
markets.
The ISX12 G will be available with the
Kenworth T660, Kenworth T800,
Kenworth T800 short hood, and the
Kenworth W900S. The ISX12 G will come
with a range of ratings to 400 hp
and 1,450 ft-lbs of torque,
optional engine brake and
manual and automatic
transmission capability to
meet customer needs.

Kenworth T800 LNG
“Kenworth continues to work closely
with Cummins Westport in the
development and testing of this engine
to ensure we can offer customers an
engine platform that works well with
Kenworth chassis,” said Michelle Harry,
Kenworth natural gas vehicle marketing
manager. “This partnership allows us to
provide trucks that offer excellent,
low-emission solutions combined with
outstanding efficiency, horsepower and
torque.”
“The ISX12 G will really complete
Kenworth’s line of factory-installed
natural gas engines, which includes the
15-liter Westport HD and the 8.9-liter
Cummins Westport ISL G,” added Andy
Douglas, Kenworth national sales
manager for specialty markets.
“The ISX12 G is a perfect size for the
operational needs of those regional and
refuse haulers that require a little more
power and torque than offered by the ISL
G, but that don’t need as much as
provided by the HD.
“We think the ISX12 G really opens the
door for many operators in
regional, refuse and
pick up and delivery
applications to
consider natural

gas powered engines as a viable choice
for an engine platform,” Douglas said.
The natural gas engine uses a
maintenance-free, three-way catalyst and
does not require a diesel exhaust fluid
(DEF) tank, diesel particulate filter (DPF)
or selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
technology.
With more natural gas fueling facilities
opening across the United States and
Canada, particularly along well-traveled
corridors, and with more North American
production coming on line in the months
and years to come, Douglas expects
natural gas to become an even much
more readily accessible fuel. Already
some operators are realizing significant
fuel cost savings based on the current
price of natural gas and diesel fuel,
allowing them to recoup most or all of
the additional cost associated with the
natural gas engine platform through fuel
savings.
“With the right spec’ing choices, many
operators have the potential to realize
significant reductions in emissions and
fuel costs, particularly if they’re replacing
trucks with older diesel engines with
Kenworth trucks powered by the ISX12
G,” he said.
Douglas said
environmental
stewardship,
which can be an
important factor
for truck k
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operators in attracting new business,
provides another reason why the ISX12 G
promises to be a popular choice. When
the ISX12 G is launched next year,
Cummins Westport expects it to be
certified to meet the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and California Air
Resources Board emission standards of
0.20 g/bhp-hr NOx and 0.01 g/bhp-hr
PM. The engine is expected to be
capable of meeting EURO VI and pending
U.S. greenhouse gas and fuel economy
regulations, he added.

Peterbilt leads the way in NGVs
Simultaneously, Peterbilt Motors
Company its growing lineup of cost
efficient, environmentally friendly natural
gas-powered vehicles. “The many
benefits of operating a natural-gas
powered fleet has created strong
demand across all segments of the
industry, and Peterbilt is prepared to
meet that demand with the widest range
of natural-gas powered vehicles and
engine choices of any truck manufacturer,”
said Bill Kozek, Peterbilt General
Manager and PACCAR Vice President.
Currently, the company offers six
natural-gas vehicle solutions for
over-the-road, heavy haul, regional and
vocational applications, more than any
other truck manufacturer. Peterbilt
alternative fuel configurations include
both LNG and CNG for the
Cummins-Westport ISLG and ISX12G, and
LNG with the Westport GX engine.
The present lineup includes:
- The aerodynamic, over-the-road Model
386 is the only natural gas vehicle to
receive the EPA’s SmartWay®
Designation, and is available with the GX;
- The vocational and heavy-haul Model
367 is available with the GX;
- The Model 365, which is used heavily in
dump and mixer applications, can be
equipped with the ISLG and will be made
available with the ISX12G;
- The maneuverable workhorse Model
382, ideally suited for regional hauling
and vocational applications, can be
spec’d with the ISLG, compatible with
either compressed natural gas or liquid
natural gas;
- The traditionally styled and versatile
Model 389 is available with the GX; and
- The low-cab forward Model 320, ideally
suited for refuse applications, which can
be spec’d with the ISLG and will be
offered with the ISX12G.
“As customers realize the cost savings
potential between operating a
diesel-powered vehicle versus one that
uses natural gas, it makes smart
business sense,” Kozek said, explaining
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Peterbilt Vocational Truck - Model 365
that the price differential between the
two types of fuel is expected to be $1.75
or higher within the next three to five
years. “Peterbilt’s broad alternative fuel
product portfolio sets us apart across all
market segments with customers looking
for unique business solutions.”
“When you factor in the superior lifecycle
costs over diesel, the reduced carbon
footprint and the favorable reputation
gained as a green-conscious fleet,
natural gas both reduces operating costs
and can help our customers in the
development of new business as many
municipalities and shippers are looking
to partner with an environmentally
friendly organization,” said Kozek.

Volvo expands fuel
efficiency offer
Volvo Trucks recently announced the
addition of a natural gas-powered Volvo
VNL daycab, further solidifying the
company’s position as a fuel efficiency
leader among truck manufacturers.
“The addition of the Volvo natural
gas-powered VNL daycab is just the most
recent example of our longstanding
commitment to offering products that
positively impact the ROI of our
customers,” said Ron Huibers, president,
Volvo Trucks North American Sales &
Marketing.
The Volvo VNL daycab offers customers a

Volvo Trucks’ natural gas-powered VNM daycab

Navistar International ProStar
larger – 123-inch bumper-to-back-of-cab
(BBC) and is rated up to 80,000 GCWR –
and more robust spec than the
natural-gas powered Volvo VNM
daycab. Introduced in 2011, the VNM
daycab features a 113-inch BBC and is
rated up to 66,000 lbs. GCWR.
The natural gas-powered VNL model will
be equipped with a 12-liter, 400
horsepower, 1,450 lb-ft. torque
Cummins Westport ISX12 G engine.
The manufacturer is currently
operating natural gas-powered VNL
demonstrator trucks, with production
beginning in conjunction with
commercial availability of the 12-liter
gas engine.

Navistar demonstrates
global integration
At the Mid-America Trucking Show held
in March in Louisville, Ky., Navistar, Inc.
hosted its Global Summit and
Exposition to showcase the company's
global product offerings and its
customer-focused technologies.
"We've brought to life our company's
'1+2+3' global product strategy and what
it means for our customers by leveraging
one common chassis, two cab structures
and utilizing one of our three powertrain
platforms," said Dan Ustian, Navistar
chairman, president and chief executive
officer. "In addition, from the launch of

A refuse truck running on CNG at a fueling station in Boise, Idaho

our new state-of-the-art LCOE
International® LoadStar(TM) to our
recent announcements on our natural
gas strategy, we have brought to market
and continue to introduce the most
customer-focused technologies that
drive convenience and lower costs for
our customer's bottom line."
Next Steps with Natural Gas Navistar
also showcased its breadth of natural
gas solutions for the transportation
industry. Navistar will leverage its
existing commercial truck and engine
platforms to offer the broadest portfolio
of integrated products for the natural gas
market. The company will continue to
offer International DuraStar® and
WorkStar® vocational trucks with its
natural gas powered MaxxForce® DT,
developed in conjunction with Emissions
Solutions Incorporated (ESI) of
McKinney.
To meet the growing demands of the
regional haul and class 7/8 vocational
market Navistar will offer the
Cummins-Westport ISL-G, in the
International® TranStar and WorkStar.
Additionally, Navistar will enter into a
phase II developmental agreement with
Clean Air Power Ltd. on the International
ProStar, WorkStar and PayStar
vocational trucks, powered by a
diesel pilot injection LNG MaxxForce
13-liter engine.
"One of the major obstacles in customer
transition to natural gas has been the
lack of a gas powered range of engines
designed to meet the multiple
requirements without compromise," said
Jim Hebe, Navistar senior vice president,
North America Sales Operations.
"Navistar is uniquely able to leverage
engine platforms into the industry's
broadest range of natural gas trucks.
When the MaxxForce 13L is introduced in
mid-2013, customers will have a capable
range of natural engines and trucks, from
7.6 liter to 13 liter with horsepower
ranging from 200 to 450." Beyond its
product offerings, last month, Navistar
announced a natural gas fuel distribution
agreement with Clean Energy Fuels
Corp., the leading provider of natural gas
fuel for transportation in North America.
"Natural gas has clearly emerged as the
most realistic alternative fuel option for
the trucking industry and we're excited
to work with a leader like Chesapeake
Energy to bring natural gas to our
customers," Ustian added. "This
collaborative effort will benefit the
transportation industry by creating
product innovations and breakthroughs
in natural gas technology and will help
accelerate natural gas acceptance and
growth."
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NGVs are now undergoing tests

PepsiCo's subsidiary will deploy 67
Compressed Natural Gas trucks
nnually, 125 tractors are
removed from Frito-Lay’s fleet
and, as a result, the firm
plans to replace many of
them with natural gas vehicles. Now, 18
natural gas 8.9-liter Cummins Westport
engines are delivering company’s
products, whereas the 67 trucks would
be fully introduced by the middle of July.
In addition, the firm announced that a
majority of its longer-range vehicles
would run on CNG as well as LNG for
longer-distance hauls.
“In use, they would save the company
about 900,000 gallons of diesel fuel
annually,” said Chris Trajkovski, Frito-Lay
National Fleet-Sustainability manager.
“The natural gas-powered trucks would
save the equivalent of $2.50 a gallon
compared with diesel-driven ones, as
well as reduce greenhouse emissions by
23 percent,” the executive added.
“The good news is that it is a win-win for
us, both in terms of our sustainability
strategy and reducing our costs.
The payback for the extra cost of the
natural gas trucks is a year and a half,”
said Michael O’Connell, senior director of
Fleet Capability at the company.
Frito-Lay, which operates one of the
largest private delivery fleet in the United
States, estimates it could take six to seven
years to convert all of the company’s
tractor-trailers. Aside from high diesel
prices, the growing market share for natural
gas in the heavy truck sector reflects the
proliferation of affordable natural gas in
the country. Domestic exploration and
new extraction techniques (horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing or fracking)
are on the increase, reported The New
York Times’ vehicles-related blog.
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Construction took about 3 months

WM opens Illinois’ largest commercial
compressed natural gas fueling facility
ocated in Stickney, it is
equipped with 55
"slow-fuel" stations for the
Waste Management’s
growing CNG-powered fleet of trucks,
and will also serve public and
independent fleets. The company
currently operates more than 30 NGVs in
the Chicago area, and will have more
than 80 in the area by year end, making
it Illinois' largest commercial clean-fuel
refuse truck fleet.
"We are rapidly transitioning to using
clean-burning fuels like CNG in our
collection vehicles in the Chicago area,"
said Steve Batchelor, Waste Management
area vice president for Illinois and
Indiana. "Our new Stickney CNG facility
represents a substantial commitment
that will allow us to independently
support our growing CNG fleet in Chicago
and across northeastern Illinois."
According to Batchelor, the transition to
natural gas vehicles will improve air
quality in communities Waste
Management serves and help the
company achieve its sustainability goals
to reduce its overall fleet emissions by 15
percent and increase its fuel efficiency by
15 percent by the year 2020.
The approximately 57,000-square-foot
fueling facility, which is the second in the
Chicago area following Wheeling site,
receives natural gas from a NICOR gas
main nearby and features dual
compressors feeding gas to the stations.
It also includes a public, easy-access
"Clean N' Green" retail station that is
equipped with four "fast-fuel"
pumps that can be used by individuals,
companies or municipalities
operating NGVs.

L
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Clean Energy will
support Waste Pro’s
new $100 million
NGV commitment

They will open in June and August

Trillium CNG joins Golden Eagle to
build two fueling stations in Arizona
he two facilities, located
in Tucson and Casa
Grande, will supply
natural gas to Golden
Eagle's fleet of class 7 and 8 trucks,
and will be open to the public 24
hours per day, seven days per week
providing access to the fuel in the
surrounding areas. Trillium CNG will
build, operate and maintain both
locations. "These stations offer the
needed CNG infrastructure to serve
our fleets," said Bill Osteen, Senior
Vice President Operations, Golden
Eagle Distributors, Inc. "Working with
Trillium allows us to share that
infrastructure with other fleets and
the public, making CNG a more viable
option for other local fleets and
individuals." Construction for the
Tucson site began last month and it is

T
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scheduled to open in June 2012. The
Casa Grande site will break ground
shortly and will follow close behind
with a scheduled opening in August.
Both stations will incorporate the
Pinnacle hydraulic intensifier
compressor, which optimizes the use
of the high pressure storage at the
station and allows trucks to fuel at
rates of 8 to 10 gallons per minute.
Special fuel pricing programs will be
available to encourage other fleets to
take advantage of the economic and
environmental benefits of CNG. "Its
low price is changing the equation for
truck fleets. The savings from using
natural gas will provide a rapid
payback for the project and generate
ongoing value for the company," said
Charles Koontz, VP of Commercial
Operations for Trillium CNG.

Atlanta Waste Pro Team
hrough a partnership with
major Southeast U.S. solid
waste collection company,
Clean Energy Fuels Corp will
build, operate and maintain a new CNG
fueling station on Waste Pro property in
Fort Pierce. The private time-fill fueling
facility, which is already under
construction, will support the company's
new fleet of CNG-powered trash trucks.
Development of the Waste Pro fueling
station at Fort Pierce has been
permitted, with opening projected for
early third quarter of 2012. In Phase One
of its CNG transition effort, Waste Pro
expects to deploy 150 heavy-duty waste
collection and recycling trucks to serve
residential and commercial customers.
Last year, Waste Pro announced its
investment of $100 million for vehicles
and fueling stations to transition a
portion of its fleet from diesel fuel to
compressed natural gas fuel. "We care
about the communities we serve. This
move will reduce emissions in our
operating footprint and potentially
provide fueling stations for the cities and
counties we serve," said president and
CEO of Waste Pro John J. Jennings.
Moreover, Clean Energy vice president
Raymond P. Burke said: "We are pleased
to partner with Waste Pro to support its
new fleet commitment to natural
gas-powered trucks to add fuel
diversity, curtail harmful emissions and
dependence on foreign oil."
Waste Pro is one of the country's fastest
growing, privately owned waste
collection, recycling and disposal
companies, operating in seven
southeastern states: Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina, Alabama, North Carolina,
Louisiana and Mississippi.
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It will benefit fleets and individuals

California Energy Commission awards $7 million to buy NGVs

t will help bring 357 natural
gas-powered shuttle buses,
cars and trucks to
California's roadways. The
awards, funded by the Commission's
Alternative and Renewable Fuel and
Vehicle Technology Program, will go to:
Crane Carrier Company; Kenworth Truck
Company; Navistar, Inc.; Arata Equipment
Company; Peterbilt Motors Company;
Autocar, LLC; Greenkraft, Inc.; Towne Ford;
A-Z Bus Sales, Inc.; Hansel Ford, Inc.;
Serramonte Ford; and American Honda
Motor Company, Inc.
According to Energy Commissioner
Carla Peterman, the funding will
benefit individual consumers as well as
public and private fleet operators.
"Cleaner air will protect the environment
and the health of all Californians
throughout the 20-year expected
life-span of these vehicles. Consumers
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and businesses also will save money by
using a domestically produced,
lower-cost alternative fuel," she said.
To make the Energy Commission's
buy-down program as efficient and
simple as possible, the incentive
reservations are awarded in blocks to
vehicle manufacturers or their
designated dealers. The incentives are
passed on to the individual buyers at
the point of sale. To benefit from the
program, purchasers must agree to
operate the vehicles in California on
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the alternative fuel at least 90 percent
of the time for three years. “With this
new incentive and CNG fuel costs, it will
give our California-based dealers a
pricing advantage to enter the market
with our new line of green alternative
fueled line of cab forward trucks. We
thank the California Energy Commission
for its forward thinking and our
acceptance to the program”, said Frank
Ziegler, director of Sales of GreenKraft, a
company that received $400,000 to buy
20 natural gas vehicles.
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Worldwide NGV statistics
Natural Gas Vehicles
Country
Total
Iran
Pakistan
Argentina
Brazil
India
Italy
China
Colombia
Uzbekistan
Thailand
Armenia
Ukraine
Bangladesh
Bolivia
Egypt
Peru
USA
Germany
Venezuela
Russia
Bulgaria
Malaysia
Japan
Sweden
Korea
Myanmar
Canada
France
Tajikistan
Switzerland
Chile
Kyrgyzstan
Austria
Singapore
Indonesia
Mexico
Belarus
Netherlands
T. & Tobago
Turkey
Australia
Czech R.
Spain
Georgia
Dominican R.
Poland
Moldova
UAE
Finland
Slovakia
Norway
Greece
Portugal
U. Kingdom
Serbia
Mozambique
Nigeria
Hungary
Belgium
Vietnam
Iceland
Luxembourg
New Zealand
Kazakhstan
Lithuania
Lichtenstein
Croatia
Estonia
Algeria
Philippines
Macedonia
Ecuador
Tunesia
Tanzania
South Africa
Bosnia & H.
Latvia
Panama
Denmark
Slovenia
Ireland
Montenegro
Turkmenistan
Total

2.859.386
3.100.000
2.067.548
1.702.790
1.100.376
779.090
611.900
365.168
310.000
305.290
244.000
200.019
200.000
140.400
165.392
129.981
112.000
96.215
90.000
86.012
61.546
48.946
40.823
40.029
32.031
26.472
14.205
13.500
10.600
10.228
8.164
6.000
5.992
5.522
5.520
4.831
4.600
4.301
4.100
3.850
3.500
3.477
3.219
3.000
2.800
2.094
2.200
1.751
985
864
786
526
586
559
519
433
345
322
283
282
255
249
201
200
190
143
143
110
125
71
54
40
34
31
24
21
18
15
14
8
2
15.047.306

Refuelling stations

2.853.334
2.919.500
2.067.548
1.702.790
1.069.380
775.590
377.400
341.708
310.000
250.682
192.000
10.000
137.000
140.400
163.746
129.970
96.500
94.504
90.000
55.002
61.250
48.400
15.833
37.700
3.049
8.178
11.800
10.200
10.600
9.923
8.055
6.000
5.319
5.508
4.850
4.800
4.600
3.530
4.100
1.850
100
3.012
574
3.000
2.800
1.502
2.200
1.750
875
440
323
6
46
20
494
280
260
250
278
280
237
210
19
75
64
64
100
115
11
7
40
32
31
21
20
18
15
14
8
2
14.062.192
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6.036
500

16
180.000

23.376
715 6.905
2.300
1.200
152.000 32.500 50.000
13.800 9.660
14.997
17.300
120.000
10.000

37.848 1.763
34.700
70.000
19
27.000 26.000

1.299
11
13.000
1560

347
2.500
93

12.900
236
486
1.511
1.750
28.000
18.290
199
2.400

18.060
60
60
21.737
577
972
4
6
900

173
109

72

97
14
400
31

576

590

180

2.000
1.700
356
1.503
288
1
75
344
364
412
354
3
25
153

20

950
41
1.099
4
15
80
74
108
86
496

58
50
1.742
2
10
2.200
60

250
1
750
68
43
300
20
25
0
100
40

85
70

2
5

2
2
39
61
200
115
61
61
7
10
60
47

16
84

37

18
18
3

2
2
1

1

Monthly gas consumption (M Nm3)
VRA

MD/HD
Cars/LDVs MD/HD
Buses Trucks Others Total

Public

1.800
3.330
1.911
1.792
724
860
2.500
651
175
470
345
324
600
156
146
179
1.100
903
166
247
102
167
333
183
190
51
83
177
53
133
52
6
202
4
14
14
42
87
9
14
51
49
60
50
5
47
24
17
18
13
26
3
5
22
6
2
6
17
15
3
2
8
14
10
3
2
1
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

1.765
3.330
1.911
1.792
405
813
2.300
651
175
445
9
132
600
156
142
179
550
839
166
206
101
165
287
136
185
51
80
37
53
130
7
6
172
3
14
14
42
67
8
8
4
37
17
50
5
33
24
16
17
9
24

1

1

1
1
1
20.797

1

1
5
4
2
6
3
9
3
2
6
10
3
1
1
2
3
1

Private Planned
35

465
32
7

319
47
200

38
400

547,50
245,75
242,48
165,21
163,21
72,50
45,00

50
25
336
192

0
40

8
13
46

4
550
64
41
1
2
46
47
5
3
140
3
45

100
300
15
5

4.747
804
80
4
10
612
21

500
10 1.290
4
28

30
1

117
1
12

285,17
26,52
83,00
91,55
26,28
38,00
17,58
105,00
26,30
8,15
30,40
15,00
14,80
11,58
93,00
6,00
4,13
1,61
3,20
0,60
0,80
1,03

4
22
20
1
6
47
12
43

40

558

39
10
14

35
130
83
21

4
1
1
4
2
3
4
17
2

18
3
3
15
1
1
5
4

14
6

5
28
3
2
2

2
14

2

90
5
1
1
3

2
1

3

1

0,02
1,03
0,80
4,20
1,10
4,48
0,09
0,76
0,40

14
1

0,38
1,00
4,55
10
1
14
12
2
5

1,16
3,00
0,31
0,10

0,06
0,15
0,26

63,5%
35,8%
0,0%

0,36
0,21
0,21
0,04
0,05
0,18
0,14
0,01
0,01
0,01

55,8%
47,9%
38,3%
48,3%
0,0%
0,0%
14,8%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%

0,01
0,00

0,0%
79,3%

0,02

2
2
0,003
8
1

0,007

1.763 9.420

2.395

1
1
18.440

2.357

103,0%
45,8%
65,2%
53,9%
0,0%
49,2%
0,0%
40,7%
0,0%
236,2%
23,2%
19,9%
118,0%
104,0%
113,8%
75,0%
179,9%
120,8%
50,3%
48,2%
127,3%
144,8%
0,0%
92,7%
109,0%
0,0%
0,0%
61,5%
216,5%
68,1%
180,1%
55,6%
46,8%
99,7%
0,0%
2,1%
124,4%
0,0%
108,4%
66,3%
0,0%
66,8%
81,5%
0,0%
18,3%
65,9%
101,0%
0,0%
96,1%
85,1%
375,8%
0,0%
101,4%
729,2%
189,1%
0,0%
0,0%
39,2%
0,0%

0,20
0,10
0,08
0,02

1
1
2
2
1

531,72
536,01
372,16
306,50
263,53
147,47
552,43
110,64
55,80
120,71
114,22
417,80
77,56
25,27
33,39
23,43
58,37
21,77
16,20
63,06
11,78
10,22
24,86
12,50
85,33
56,35
2,84
9,76
1,91
2,37
1,78
1,08
1,71
1,03
2,10
0,96
0,83
2,55
0,74
6,33
5,92
1,65
5,49
0,54
0,50
1,15
0,40
0,32
0,40
1,18
1,21
1,32
1,14
0,41
0,16
0,51
0,11
0,26
0,05

0,04
0,06

1

2

451.683 262.638 270.793

199
9
3

Average
Last update
The
consumption consumption
Reported
(actual
in theory consumption
report)

0,00
0,00

0,0%

4.109

58,3%

November 2011
March 2012
December 2011
November 2011
November 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
November 2011
January 2012
September 2011
April 2012
September 2011
April 2010
January 2012
February 2012
July 2011
December 2011
June 2011
December 2011
December 2011
June 2011
September 2011
December 2011
January 2012
October 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2007
December 2011
December 2011
December 2007
December 2011
December 2012
October 2011
June 2011
September 2011
December 2011
July 2011
December 2011
October 2011
December 2011
December 2011
August 2011
November 2011
November 2011
September 2011
September 2011
December 2011
June 2011
June 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2010
July 2011
November 2011
January 2012
December 2011
February 2011
December 2010
December 2011
December 2010
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
October 2011
January 2011
May 2009
December 2007
October 2010
August 2010
June 2011
September 2011
November 2008
January 2012
June 2011
October 2008
March 2006
November 2009
April 2012

NGV and refuelling stations, 2002-2011

NGV and LNG stations
in the United States

Fuelling stations Increase

NGVs Increase

Fuelling stations Polpulation

NGVs Polpulation

State

CNG

Alaska
Alabama
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Iowa
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Maryland
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Mississippi
Montana
North Carolina
North Dakota
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
Nevada
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin
West Virginia
Wyoming
Totals By Fuel:

1
11
5
30
228
28
14
2
1
17
20
0
0
8
28
10
5
1
14
20
6
1
17
3
10
2
2
23
2
7
3
26
10
9
107
15
69
12
33
5
5
0
7
35
82
11
3
15
20
1
8
992

LNG

0
1
0
1
35
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
47

Total
by State
1
12
5
31
263
28
15
2
1
17
20
0
0
8
28
10
5
1
15
20
6
1
17
3
10
2
2
23
2
7
3
26
10
10
107
16
69
12
33
5
5
0
7
40
83
11
3
15
20
1
8
1039

:: LEGEND ::
NATURAL GAS STATIONS
None
10 or less
11 - 20
21 - 50
51 - 100
101 - 200
201 - 300
Source: U.S. Department of Energy / Last update: April, 2012
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With ‘CNG In A Box’ technology

GE joins Chesapeake to speed adoption of NGVs
he initiative involves a
multi-year collaboration to
develop products and
services that will bring to
market CNG and LNG transportation and
natural gas home-fueling solutions to
lower the ownership and operational
costs of fueling stations. “What makes
this project particularly exciting is that it
paves the way to taking the immense
reserves of natural gas being discovered
in the U.S. and using them right here in
the U.S.,” said GE Energy President &
CEO John Krenicki.
Beginning in the fall of 2012 GE will
provide more than 250 modular and
standardized CNG compression stations
for NGV infrastructure. These units, also
known as ‘CNG In A Box(TM),’ have gone
through GE's rigorous ecomaginationqualification process and will offer the
core infrastructure to enable expanded
access to CNG at fueling stations and
other designated installations.
"The partnership announced between GE
and Chesapeake's affiliate, Peake Fuel
Solutions, combines Chesapeake's

T

natural gas expertise with GE's extensive
global manufacturing capabilities and
will bring transformative products to
industries and individual consumers
across the U.S. These products and
services will allow customers to enjoy
the clear advantages of clean, affordable
and abundant American natural gas at
about half the cost of gasoline," said

The pioneer and no. 1
specialized NGV
magazine for Asian
region including the
Middle East

2011
55 September
Volume V Number

NG
LNG and LCand
technologys
challenge

Chesapeake CEO Aubrey K. McClendon.
The GE-Chesapeake collaboration is
expected to incentivize operators to put
more NGVs on the nation's highways,
and marks a significant milestone toward
increasing energy independence while
simultaneously lowering fueling costs
and vehicle emissions in the United
States.
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1st NGVA Europe International LNG Workshop
LNG - Dual Fuel - LBG for transport

19 – 21 September 2012
Hotel CASA400, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.LNG4TrucksAndShips.com
info@thegvr.com

An event of
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